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Abstract— We address the quantitative comparison of two
basic connection schemes for on-chip communication, connectionoriented and connection-less, regarding their enforcement of
a defined Quality of Service for the communication. For such
comparison, we have built similar models for the two approaches,
whose simulation highlights the drawbacks and opportunities
of each solution. We demonstrate that for variable bit-rate
applications, the end-to-end delay for the individual flows is less
stable in the connection-oriented scheme than in the connectionless scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Considering the level of integration enabled by recent
silicon technology advances, reliable communication of the
system components becomes a major concern. On-chip communication has to face new challenges in a billion-transistor
System-on-Chip (SoC) paradigm, such as scalability, performance, reliability and energy reduction. Reusing simple bus
architectures for the communication does not satisfy the mentioned requirements. A promising alternative that has emerged
in the last years is the design of Networks-on-Chip (NoC).
The performance constraints imposed to the related components require predictability of inter-block communication,
which implies the assurance of a defined Quality of Service
(QoS) for the communication. QoS is characterized by diverse
parameters, such as availability, delay, jitter, packet loss,
and throughput. It requires the implementation of additional
mechanisms, which bring new overheads.
Over the past years, several NoC architectures supporting
different communication schemes and techniques to guarantee QoS parameters in the on-chip traffic have emerged. A
first classification of the existing techniques distinguishes between connection-oriented and connection-less communication
schemes. We believe that a quantitative comparison of these
two general techniques is necessary in the design process of
an on-chip network with certain traffic guarantees. To our
knowledge, there is no quantitative comparison between these
two main communication schemes for on-chip traffic.
When pursuing an accurate comparison of the previous two
on-chip communication approaches, it is first necessary to
define a modelling and simulation framework where both communication schemes can be quantitatively analyzed. Therefore,
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we propose a common simulation platform and similar implementation models of both communication schemes whose
analysis highlights their respective characteristics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the existing techniques to provide service guarantees to on-chip communication. Section III surveys related
work. In Section IV the modelling framework for comparing connection-oriented versus connection-less communication
schemes is depicted. Section V shows the simulation results
for both schemes in terms of end-to-end delay using as case
study a MPEG-2 video decoder application. Finally, Section
VI concludes the work.
II. G UARANTEEING Q UALITY- OF -S ERVICE IN N O C S
Providing Quality-of-Service (QoS) for on-chip communication is becoming an important concern, mainly driven by the
necessity of global predictability. The aspect of predictability
is crucial, for example, to enable design reuse within a SoC.
Early packet-switched NoCs mainly followed a connectionless communication scheme and provided Best-Effort (BE)
traffic. This means that all packets are handled in the order
they arrive at the system as long as there are sufficient
resources available. BE traffic provides a good utilization
of communication resources, but it is not able to guarantee
any traffic parameter. To overcome this drawback, two main
techniques can be applied: (1) building a connection-oriented
communication on top of the packet-switched on-chip network
(e.g., virtual circuits), or (2) implementing additional services
to meet approximately the predefined QoS parameters (e.g.,
prioritization of flows).
The first technique (1) provides a connection-oriented distinction between flows. Connection-oriented communication
is characterized by resource reservation. That is, flows must
set up paths through the network and reserve resources at
each networking-node. Although this scheme guarantees tight
bounds for several traffic parameters, its main disadvantages
are an inefficient resource reservation, a costly overhead due
to connection setup, and its non-scalability.
The implementation of additional services (2) mainly consists of aggregating traffic into different classes at the network
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edge and scheduling the forwarding of packets for each class
within the network. This communication-less communication
scheme offers a better adaptation to varying network traffic and
a potentially better utilization of network resources. Nevertheless, it provides a poorer QoS support than connection-oriented
techniques in that it only offers relative service guarantees with
different sensitivities to delay and loss.
In this work, we present a quantitative comparison of
the two techniques to provide QoS support on NoCs. We
demonstrate that in a connection-oriented network, an erroneus
decision in terms of bandwidth reservation when setting up a
connection might lead to an unexpected time penalty. While
in a connection-oriented network, a non-optimal priority selection for the flows has less impact in terms of latency.
III. S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
After the emergence of NoC as an alternative to buses for
on-chip communication [1], several solutions based on different topologies, router architectures, communication schemes,
etc. have been proposed [2].
But not many research groups have addressed the importance of providing QoS in packet-switched on-chip networks, yet. One of the most relevant approaches in this area,
Æthereal by the Philips Research Laboratories [3], supports
Guaranteed-Throughput (GT) for real-time applications and
Best-Effort (BE) communication. The GT is achieved by the
implementation of virtual circuits on a connection-oriented
system. Nevertheless, the main drawback of these connectionoriented communication systems is a poor scalability and
an inefficient resource utilization [4]. This makes them not
optimal for variable bit-rate applications. On the other hand,
an attempt to provide relative guaranteed services on top of
connection-less on-chip networks has been presented in [5].
It borrows several concepts of the DiffServ technology from
Internet networks and adapts them to NoCs. Despite the fact
that it does not provide tight guarantees, it improves the
resource utilization of previous schemes and is better adapted
to variable bit-rate applications.
IV. S IMULATION M ODELS FOR C ONNECTION - ORIENTED
AND C ONNECTION - LESS C OMMUNICATION S CHEMES
As mentioned in the introduction, we have built comparable
models in SystemC for the two communication schemes,
connection-oriented and connection-less. The first one is inspired to the architecture proposed by the Philips Research
Laboratories (Æthereal [3]), whereas the second model relies
on the prioritization of flows introduced in [5] on the so-called
DiffServ-NoC. In both models, a N ×M matrix of connection
requests C(in , om ) is created, where in and om represents
the input and the output of the router for the connection
requested, and N and M are the total number of inputs
and outputs of the router. For the connection-oriented model
C = f (Q, CGT ), where Q(in , om ) is a N ×M matrix made of
Best-Effort (BE) requests, and CGT (in , om ) is a N ×M matrix
made of Guaranteed-Throughput (GT) connections that have
been reserved and are present in the current iteration. The

entries of both matrices is set to 1 if the connection from in
to om is requested. For the connection-less model C = f (Q),
where Q(in , om ) is a N ×M matrix made of every connection
request. In this case, the entries of the matrix are set to the
priority number p associated with the connection request. The
processing cycle of the router is divided in four slots, while the
number of clock cycles assigned to one slot is parametrizable.
A hop-by-hop flow control mechanism is not yet implemented
and therefore the size of the input buffers is set to the worst
case.
A. Connection-oriented Model (e.g., Æthereal)
Both, the router and the network interface models, built
for analyzing the connection-oriented scheme, are somehow
based on the interconnection concept presented in Æthereal.
The router consists of two parts: the Guaranteed-Throughput
(GT) and Best-Effort (BE) routers, which are combined in a
single implementation sharing resources, such as the switch.
Fig. 1 shows the control and data path of such packet-switched
router. It uses virtual output queueing with packet scheduling
for BE traffic and time-division multiplexing scheme for GT
traffic. For GT traffic communication channels are statically
set up to transport data between hosts, while BE traffic is
never lost—but no latency or throughput is guaranteed. A
deterministic routing algorithm is performed in the network
interface and the path is added to the header information (i.e.,
source routing).
The crossbar switch, present in the virtual output queued
architecture, is controlled by a contention resolution algorithm
(implemented by the arbiter in Fig. 1) which computes which
inputs and outputs must be connected. Firstly, the GT router
communicates to the arbiter the connections reserved by GT
traffic in the current iteration. Secondly, the BE requests not
conflicting with the GT connections create a bipartite graph.
The bipartite graph consists of a vertex in and om for every
input port and output port, and an edge (in , om ) for every nonconflicting BE request. A match is a subset of these edges such
that every node is incident to, at most, one edge. The matching
algorithm applied is based on three stages: (a) request which
represents all the connection requests, (b) grant which grants
only one input for each output, and (c) accept which accepts
only one output for each input (The policy implemented by the
algorithm is not explained due to limited space). One example
is shown in Fig. 2 for a bipartite graph of N = M = 5.
B. Connection-less Model (e.g., DiffServ-NoC)
For the analysis of the connection-less scheme, we have
adapted the model presented in [5] for a connection-less router
and network interface with priority-based routing, to present a
similar structure as the previous connection-oriented system.
Fig. 3 shows the control and data path of such packet-switched
router, which uses virtual output queueing with priority-based
packet scheduling. As in the previous solution, the network
performs source routing on the network interface side. Besides,
the network interface is in charge of classifying the packets
before entering the network by performing the Recursive Flow
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Classification (RFC) algorithm [6]. Depending on the assigned
class id, the packets will be forwarded with different priorities
in the routers.
The crossbar switch is controlled by a contention resolution
algorithm. Contrary to the previous model, it does not reserve
any input-to-output connection for GT, but the different request
queues compete to be accepted based on the assigned priority
p. In this case, the priority-based bipartite graph consists of
a vertex in and om for every input port and output port, and
an edge (in , om ) for every request, which has associated the
priority value p. The matching algorithm ensures that every
node is incident to, at most, one edge, taking the priorities of
the edges into account when discriminating among convergent
edges (p=0 represents the highest priority). It is based on the
same three stages as the previous model. Fig. 4 depicts an
example of a priority-based bipartite graph for N = M = 5.
V. Q UANTITATIVE C OMPARISON OF R ESULTS
A. Case Study: MPEG-2 Video Decoder
The implementation of multimedia applications (e.g.,
MPEG-2 video decoder algorithm) on multi-core systems
poses many challenges in terms of inter-core communication
due to the variable bit-rate traffic. This is the main reason to
use it as case study for comparing the target communication
schemes. Fig. 6 shows the functional data flow of the video
decoder algorithm as well as its partitioning into concurrent
tasks communicating through a NoC infrastructure. Depending
on the type of video frame, there will be different streams of

data, some of them in parallel (e.g., flows (a) and (b)), flowing
through the network).
For the comparison of connection-oriented and connectionless schemes, we have built two similar 4×4 networks, where
the four nodes running the MPEG-2 algorithm are surrounded
by nodes generating random noise (in terms of interval time,
message size and type of service). For the connection-oriented
approach, a flow from a source to a target node can select
between GT service (reserving 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of
bandwidth) or BE traffic. For the connection-less solution four
different classes of service or priorities have been defined.
B. Simulation Results
The presented results have been obtained running the parallelized MPEG-2 video decoder algorithm with a MPEG-2
sequence composed of three frames.
Fig. 5 shows the individual end-to-end delay for the parallel
flows (a) and (b) when applying the two communication
schemes to be compared. For the connection-less network
(I) six simulations are run changing the priorities of the
parallel flows under study and using i) low priority noise and
ii) random noise. For the connection-oriented network (II)
four experiments are performed changing the percentage of
bandwidth reserved for the parallel flows and using either BE
noise or 25% bandwidth GT noise. The delays are displayed
as impuls at the time a flow of data is sent to the destination
node. The data recorded corresponds to the transition between
the first and the second frame of the MPEG-2 test sequence.
The first frame (a I frame) does not require any Motion
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